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Problem: 

We envision applications for virtual worlds where a user can view and interact with thousands of other 

users and millions of objects, creating an environment as massive and complex as a virtual sports arena 

or urban landscape. Early in 2009, Intel Labs conducted scalability experiments on the OpenSim platform 

and observed that although the simulator uses multiple threads, its performance did not improve as 

expected when hosted on newer server hardware with many processing cores available. We found that 

OpenSim could support 80-100 connected test clients almost independent of the number of hardware 

threads available, with similar limits to prim, script, and physical object counts. With such a large gap 

between current capabilities and desired scalability, we claim that scaling virtual world platforms such 

as OpenSim ultimately requires a three pronged approach. 

Approach: 

1. We first needed to understand why OpenSim was unable to fully utilize existing hardware so we 

tackled the problem of scalability limits as purely a software optimization exercise. How could 

the existing software be made to do what it does faster in wall clock time and processor cycles? 

This included the analysis of thread usage and locking to allow for concurrency on hardware 

platforms with multiple execution cores. We evaluated the performance of various data 

structures and data access patterns within OpenSim and applied patches based on our findings. 

Our OpenSim optimization work is presented in this paper. 

2. Next, we posited that regardless of what optimizations could be made to OpenSim, that some 

workload could always be applied to a virtual space that would surpass the hardware 

capabilities available to a single executable or server. For example, client communication is 

I/O-bound while other areas of the OpenSim architecture such as script execution and physics 

are CPU-bound. To be more generally scalable, an architecture is needed that allows for 

dynamic partitioning of workloads based on available compute hardware and network 

capabilities. Designing an architecture to automatically and dynamically partition workloads 

across multiple simulation nodes and modules is current research. 

3. As the scale and complexity of the virtual space grows, and more connected clients are 

interacting with the space and with each other, the compute and communication requirements 

grow geometrically. If a single server, module, client, or network connection is forced to receive, 

acknowledge or synchronize everything happening, this node or connection will eventually 

become the bottleneck to scaling the user experience. Our team is developing a proof of 

concept architecture that relies on message passing between loosely synchronized regions of 
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virtual space using interest filtering and detail reduction to allow each end user to experience a 

much larger view of the virtual world and its participants than is now possible. 

Results Overview:  

Through the work described in this paper, along with the support and contributions of core OpenSim 

developers and many others in the user community, we saw tremendous performance, memory 

footprint, and stability improvements in the OpenSim platform over the past year (2009). To 

characterize this transformation, we have seen a region’s prim count capacity increase 500% while 

reducing startup time by 95%, steady state CPU utilization by over 90%, and reducing memory by 2/3. 

Where we could connect 10-20 Linden Lab viewers or up to 100 test clients to a region a year ago, the 

OpenSim platform has now seen 85 viewers connected to a public grid and several hundred test client 

bots in a closed test environment. 

The table below shows an overview of the software patches applied to OpenSim and their relative 

impact. Additional code samples, profiler results and graphs can be viewed at the ScienceSim wiki. 

http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r8311 

http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r8536 

http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r8854 

http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r9391 

Name Short Description Impact 

VWPerf - Scripted Objects Scaling 

Scene graph dictionaries Replaced HasChildPrim with 
dictionaries  

35% cpu reduction with 2,000 
objects 

Timer dictionary Replaced script timer list with 
dictionaries in SetTimerEvent 

80% cpu reduction with 2,000 
objects 

No script recompilation Compile scripts only once and store 
binary and linemap by hash to disk 

80% reduction in time needed 
to rez 40,000 scripted objects 

Old script engine files Delete old script source and compiled 
files matching a filename filter rather 
than searching directories. 

Reduced region startup time 
from several minutes to a few 
seconds. 

FRI Chamomile – Region startup performance 

MySQL prim inventories Replaced individual queries for each 
prim’s inventory with a single query to 
get all relevant inventories 

40% reduction in startup time 
to OpenSim command prompt 

ODE taint list Replace taint list and ODE active prim 
lists with dictionaries for constant 
access, insert, and removal time 

40% reduction in startup time 
to OpenSim command prompt 

FRI Chamomile – ODE Performance and memory usage 

Mesh vertex list Replaced the vertex list in Mesh with a 
dictionary. 

50% reduction in first 
heartbeat time to process 
taints and create ODE pinned 
objects 

Unique meshes Store meshes based on creation Eliminating 95% of Mesh 

http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r8311
http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r8536
http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r8854
http://sciencesim.com/wiki/doku.php/opensim/profiling_r9391
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parameters in Meshmerizer memory consumption 

Pinned memory Eliminate pinned memory for mesh 
data on the managed heap. Use 
unmanaged heap instead 

60% reduction in OpenSim 
memory footprint and greatly 
reduce heap fragmentation 

FRI Chamomile – Region startup performance 

IsPhysical in heartbeat  Rearranged conditionals so 
calculations for physical prims is 
skipped for non-physical prims 

10% cpu reduction with 
130,000 prims 

UpdateMovement Instead of calling UpdateMovement 
on every Entity, only call on 
ScenePresences since it’s not 
implemented for SceneObjectGroups 

50% cpu reduction with 
130,000 prims 

SceneObjectPart Update Instead of calling Update on every 
SceneObjectPart in the scene every 
heartbeat, updates are added to a 
dictionary in SceneGraph and only 
those are updated each heartbeat 

50% cpu reduction with 
130,000 prims 

Client Handling Optimizations 

JPEG2000 Replaced JPEG2000 with C# 
implementation and priority sending 
queues 

Significantly reduced cpu load 
and increased cache 
performance 

Lockless UDP server Replaced UDP server with completely 
asynchronous lockless implementation 

More than doubled the peak 
number of connected clients 
from 40-85 

Hierarchical token bucket Replaced throttling mechanism with 
HTB 

Provides fine grain bandwidth 
controls and consistent 
network performance 

 

Results Details: 

VWPerf Workload Scaling (March - August, 2009) 
In March, 2009 we posted a set of sample workloads called VWPerf on the ScienceSim wiki. We then 

used these workloads to test the performance of the OpenSim simulator and grid architecture as they 

scale to larger and more complex scenes with more concurrent users. The goal was to expose barriers to 

scalability, specifically the issues preventing performance to improve and to scale with the addition of 

hardware. We ran these workloads on OpenSim starting with revision 8311 and monthly over the 

Summer we posted profiling results with analysis.  

Scripted Objects Scaling 
In our first run, we attempted to create 2000 objects as quickly as possible. Each object used a script and 

timer which changed its rotation and color at random intervals. We found that OpenSim used linear 

searches to locate scene objects and their parts. For example, the algorithm to find an prim’s parent 

group was to iterate over each group and call HasChildPrim until the parent group was found. This 

proved devastating to the performance of every workload we tested including physics, scripting, object 

creation and  scaling the number of clients. In the scripted object tests, once we reached 2000 objects, 
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HasChildPrim represented 50% of the CPU cycles. We replaced the algorithm with some dictionaries and 

fast accessors, reducing CPU load by 35%. (Mantis 3312) In the same workload, each script would set a 

timer with a random value every 1-5 seconds. With 2000 objects, this resulted in many SetTimerEvent 

calls each second. The active timers were stored in a list and searched linearly each time one was added 

or changed. The more timers that existed in a scene, the more cycles it took to manage them. By 

changing the timer list to a dictionary, we reduced CPU cycles on that workload by an additional 80% at 

steady state. (Mantis 3311) Lastly, we found that CPU utilization was quite high during the object 

creation time because every time the same object was rezzed, the script was reconverted from LSL to 

CS, recompiled, and a new line map generated. By storing the converted and compiled binary only once 

based on a hash value, and storing the line map to disk, we were able to rez 40,000 scripted objects in 

under 8 minutes. Prior to that patch it had taken 30 minutes. Furthermore, during the object creation 

phase of the experiment, we saw CPU usage peak at 1400-1500% utilization on a platform with 16 

hardware threads. Performance and user experience with many scripted objects was now scaling with 

hardware capability. 

We noted that restarting a region which had 40,000 scripted objects was taking 15 minutes when 

creating those same objects from scratch would take only half that time. This didn't seem right. The 

problem was tracked to the compiler function DeleteOldFiles which was iterating through each file in 

the script engine directory looking for unneeded source and compiled script files. We added a filter for 

the desired file types so that state files would be ignored, and startup time was reduced to a few 

seconds. (Mantis 3325). 

Avatar Scaling 
Back in March, OpenSim was capable of hosting 80-100 test clients before crashing, running out of 

memory, or dropping clients unexpectedly. When client handling improvements such as the packet 

pooling and update aggregation were added in r9391, we wanted to understand the impact on avatar 

scaling. Comparing r9115 and r9391, we tested 10 to 100 avatars using client update aggregation. 

Generating a much lower number of packets to each client reduced the CPU load by 30%. Examining the 

packet pooling performance, the default pool size of 500 packets did little to reduce the load with 100 

clients. By allowing the pool to grow to an unlimited size, all clients could benefit. This reduced CPU 

usage an additional 50%. The two improvements combined reduced CPU usage for 100 test clients from 

351% to 149%.  

FRI Spice Region Scaling (August - October, 2009) 
Through Intel's collaboration with the Fashion Research Institute, ScienceSim grid has become home to 

FRI's Spice regions. The largest of these regions, Chamomile, contains over 130,000 prims with 

thousands of unique meshes and very large sets of linked prims.  

Starting the Chamomile region on Mono with ODE and MySQL database was initially timed at almost 1 

hour. We identified bottlenecks in three areas. First, the time to get the region loaded from the 

database and objects created in the scene was 20 minutes. Once the region was loaded, the time for 

ODE to process taints during the first heartbeat was another 40 minutes. Finally, once the region was 
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available for login, the CPU utilization stayed at 50% with no physical objects, no connected clients, and 

less than 100 scripts in the region.  

Startup Time 
We found that independent queries were made to MySQL looking for item inventories for each of the 

130,000 prims in the region. We replaced the 130,000 queries with a single query to return all inventory 

items for prims in the current region in a single result. (Mantis 4077) Next, we noted that as more prims 

were loaded into the region, they took longer and longer. This was caused by repeated linear searching 

through the ODE taint list. The taint list was replaced by a hashset. (Mantis 4078). Combined, these 

changes reduced startup time to the OpenSim command prompt to between 2-3 minutes.  

ODE Physics Performance and Memory Usage 
Once the OpenSim command prompt appeared, the region entered the first heartbeat loop. This 

triggered ODE to process every tainted (newly added) prim in the region, creating pinned meshes and 

constructing the corresponding ODE objects. We found that the linear lists used to store mesh vertices 

were traversed many times to create the required ODE data using the IndexOf method of List. We 

converted the vertex list to a dictionary for constant access time. (Mantis 4079). This patch reduced the 

first heartbeat time by 50%.  

As the number of prims in Chamomile increased, we eventually exceeded the memory limit of the 32 bit 

Linux and OpenSim instance. Having 130,000 pinned sections of memory on the managed heap was 

seriously degrading the garbage collector's ability to minimize the memory footprint. The first change 

was to store only the unique meshes for region prims rather than different memory for every prim. 

(Mantis 4181). Secondly, since the mesh data generally lasts the lifetime of the simulator, we moved all 

pinned memory to the unmanaged heap so it would not interfere with the operation of the garbage 

collector. (Mantis 4220). These memory optimizations reduced the memory footprint on Mono from > 

3.2GB down to 1.2GB. 

Steady State Performance 
Once the Chamomile region was fully loaded and ready to accept clients, the steady state CPU load 

remained above 50%. We identified three areas in the heartbeat loop that did no work but consumed 

90% of the cycles. First, in regions where most objects are non-physical, we eliminated 10% of the cycles 

by putting a check for IsPhysical first in sections of code relating to physics updates. (Mantis 4076). Next, 

UpdateMovement() was being called on every Entity (ScenePresence or SceneObjectGroup) in the 

scene. Since SceneObjectGroup does not implement UpdateMovement, but still had to call a null 

function, this consumed 50% of the cycles. We changed the scene's heartbeat to only consider 

presences and not objects for this call (Mantis 4081) Finally, the way object updates are checked in the 

heartbeat loop is to check every object group which in turn checks the update flag on every object part. 

For a case such as Chamomile where nothing is changing but there are many prims, 130,000 calls are 

made to check this flag every heartbeat, multiple times per second. We added a dictionary to the scene 

graph which tracks updates and object parts can register themselves whenever they change. Then, the 

heartbeat simply calls to update only for those that actually changed (Mantis 4253). These three patches 

combined reduced the CPU load for Chamomile at steady state from 50% to 2-3%. 
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Client Handling Optimizations (October, 2009) 
To improve stability of the core OpenSim code, we replaced the JPEG2000 texture decoding with a faster 

and more reliable C# implementation, and rewrote the texture sending logic to use a more consistent 

priority queue. This reduced CPU time spent in texture decoding and also had the side effect of 

significantly improving cache hit rate for decoded textures by eliminating bad cache data and the code 

that would periodically flush the cache to eliminate potentially bad data. While texture sending 

continues to put a measurable strain on the simulator, time spent in texture sending methods is no 

longer one of the primary bottlenecks. 

In a major overhaul of the networking system, we replaced the UDP server with a highly parallel 

implementation using lockless data structures and following existing networking RFCs where applicable. 

The new implementation is completely asynchronous and eliminates the one-thread-per-client model, 

as well as much of the per-client state management. Many synchronous loops in the network processing 

were replaced with calls to a new helper class for parallel operations that handles scheduling of 

concurrent operations across multiple cores. Peak concurrency records for actual viewers connected to 

OpenSim immediately went from around 40 avatars to 85, and will eventually allow OpenSim to host 

hundreds of avatars. Finally, we replaced the throttling mechanism with a hierarchical token bucket that 

allowed finer grained control over bandwidth usage by simulators and clients, allowed for higher 

throughput, and produced more consistent network output. 

Conclusions: 
The VWPerf workloads and FRI regions allowed us to run regions that stressed the limits of OpenSim at 

many points. We uncovered barriers to scaling in client management, scripting, physics, database, scene 

management, and thread contention. Although OpenSim was functionally quite complete and stable, 

the performance work over the course of 2009 has refined many of these areas and tuned the areas of 

code based on their actual impact on simulator performance.  

Data Structures and Containers (the right tool for the job) 
We found that it is critical to carefully evaluate how data structures will be used, how often they will be 

allocated, accessed, updated, or disposed. Much of our analysis led us to linearly iterated lists which 

created problems when the number of items grew into the thousands.  

Memory Usage (a few fields * lots of prims/users/scripts/etc = out of memory) 
Modern servers have a lot of memory, but for large regions it is easy to consume it all simply by adding a 

few fields to each scene object or extra references between scripts or physical objects. As regions and 

workloads continue to scale, they will again challenge the capabilities of the current, more efficient 

OpenSim. It is critical that any system resources which are allocated per prim or per client must be as 

lightweight as possible. 

Threading and Heartbeat Performance 
Current Intel server platforms provide up to 32 hardware threads and Nehalem-EX platforms announced 

this year support 128 or more concurrent threads. In order to take advantage of this compute capability, 
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the balance of workloads across multiple threads and the thread and memory contention issues must be 

carefully considered.  

An example we found in OpenSim of too many threads was the client view threading model. By 

assigning each client to its own thread, we see hundreds of threads each with their own call stack, 

timers, and callbacks. Each thread does only a little work and the simulator is unable to swap through all 

client threads in a timely manner required to support hundreds of connected clients.  

In another case, a single thread may become too heavy and create a bottleneck to the entire simulator’s 

performance. The heartbeat thread has become quite heavy weight with many functions, update checks 

and messages needing to be handled on every beat in a single thread. This thread is typically where 90% 

or more of the cycles are spent and in cases such as ODE taint processing or mesh generation, the 

simulator heartbeat can flat line for minutes at a time. Any functionality that can be done 

asynchronously to the heartbeat thread by clients, script engine, physics engine, module threads, or 

other actors directly improves the heartbeat frame rate and overall responsiveness of the simulator. 


